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A permutation 0 = xlx2. • .xn on [n] = {1, 2, . . . ,  n} is called stable when: 
Xj~Xid=( j - - i ) ,  j> i .  
For instance, the permutation o = 72631485 is a stable permutation (s.p.). 
This term is derived from the stability concept of the graphs, which has been 
used by Berge [1, p. 260] in the classic problem of eight queens. The solution of 
this problem is the set of stable permutations for n = 8. 
Using the permutation trees [3], we determine the elements of the set T~ of s.p. 
on [n], with the help of the following sets: 
F(]): The subset of In] with elements the terminal vertices of arcs with initial 
vertex j. 
H(]): The subset of [n], the elements of which are vertices of the path with 
first vertex 0 and last vertex j. 
A(j): The subset of/ ' /( j )  = [n] - H(j'), the elements of which are excluded by 
the formula of definition of s.p. with xi e H(j) 
The paths of permutation tree for which: 
(i) F(0) = [n], 
(ii) F(j) = / / ( j )  - A(I'), for every level and every vertex ], 
give all the elements of Tn. 
Example: The set T4 corresponds to the tree in Fig. 1. For every level 
NI, N2, N3, N4 and every vertex ] we get the following subsets: 
N~: H(1)= {1}, / /(1) = {2, 3, 4}, 
x2 ~ 1 + (2 -  1), 
A(1)= {2}, r (1 )=/ / (1 )  -A (1)  = {3, 4}. 
N2: H(3)= {1, 3}, / / (3) = {2, 4}, 
x3~ 1+ (3 -  1), 3 + (2 -  1), 
A(3) = {2, 4}, r (3)  =/ / (3 )  - A(3) = 9. 
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N1 . . . . . .  I 4 
N2 3 2 
" ...... i i i i  N 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
F ig .  1. 
Therefore T4 = {2413, 3142}. 
Notation: For every permutation a we denote as o -1 the inverse, a T the 
transpose (i.e., oT=x, ,x , _ I  "" "Xl) and a'  the conjugate according to the 
definition of Carlitz [2, p. 47] (i.e., a '  = YlY2" • • Y,, with Yi = n + 1 - xi). 
Obviously, the following relations hold: 
(a , )  -1 = (a -1 )L  (c,')T = (aT)  ' 
Proposit ion 1. The inverse, transpose and conjugate of  any s.p. is a s.p. 
This is directly derived from the above definitions. 
We take the inverse of s.p. and then we transpose it, and so on. 
(i) If o T= a -1, then the class of tr contains exactly two s.p.'s. 
In fact if a l  = a, then 02 = 071 = 0 -1  = a T and a3 = a T = (O7I) T= (7. 
(ii) If a T =/= a -1 and a T = a' ,  then the class of a contains exactly four s.p.'s. 
Consequently,  ff ol  = or, then a2 = or l  1 = 0 "-1, 0" 3 = a T = (0" -1 )  T= (0 ' )  -1 ,  0 4 = 
a£1= ( (a ' ) -1 ) - != a '= a T and as = a T= (aa) r= a. 
(iii) If a T ~ a -1, a ' ,  then the class of tr contains exactly eight s.p.'s. 
In this case we carry on trs = 04 r= (a ' )  T= (aT) ', a6 = O~ -1= ((aT)') -1 = ((aT)-1) T, 
a7 = a T= (((aW)-l)X) r= (aT) -1, aS = 071 = ((aT)-1) -1= a T and a9 = a T= 
o.  
Therefore, the following proposition holds. 
Proposit ion 2. The set 1", is partitioned by the inverse and the transpose operations 
into classes o f  two, four  or eight elements. 
lhrOl~tCaion 3. I f  tr T = tr', then xi + Xn+l - - i  = n 41- 1, i E [n] and vice versa. 
In fact from the equal ity a T = a '  we get 
Yi - -  Xn+l - i ,  n dl- 1 - -  X i - "  Xn+l_ i ,  X i "~" Xn+l_  i = n dl- 1 .  
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Corolla. I f  X i "~- Xn+l_  i "-- n + 1, i e [n], then the class o f  o contains two or four 
s.p. 'S. 
A program of the proposed method was applied for the cases n = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. 
In Table 1 the sets T~ are listed lexigraphicaUy. 
Table 1 
n 
2 4 8 
5 25314 g 
6 ~ 246135 
7 g 2514736 
2574136 
8 ~ 35281746 
9 
249753168 
261753948 
362951847 
368159247 
13524 
g 
1357246 2417536 
1473625 2637415 
15863724 26831475 
16837425 27368514 
24683175 27581463 
25713864 35841726 
25741863 36258174 
26174835 
136824975 258196374 
137285946 258693147 
138692574 258693174 
146392857 259418637 
146825397 261379485 
147382596 261958473 
147925863 263184975 
148397526 269358417 
157938246 275194683 
157942863 279631485 
159642837 281479635 
168374295 285396417 
174835926 286931475 
174839625 358296174 
241796358 358297146 
247139685 359247186 
248396157 368519724 
249731685 369741825 
257936418 372859164 
257948136 386192574 
258136974 427918536 
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